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Consumer Tests
PregnancyTests

Equipment Tests

A test of willpower

Tests of Patience

Endurance Tests

Identity Tests



Types of Assessment

Achievement assessment Proficiency assessment
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Looking to the past Looking to the future



Types of Assessment

Norm-referencing Criterion Referencing
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You came last!



Types of Assessment

Mastery learning CR Continuum CR
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A minimum competence standard – a 
cut-off point between masters and 

non-masters

An achievement approach
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Types of Assessment

Continuous assessment Fixed assessment points
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The final grade reflects the 
whole course



Types of Assessment

Formative assessment Summative assessment
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‘Formative assessment is like a cook tasting the soup, 
summative assessment is when the customer tastes it’

Jeremy Harmer says that students often 
feel that summative tests are like 
sudden death events



But for students, testing is…….
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Getting a good grade in the final exam



The Final Exam….

• Mastery learning CR

• Proficiency testing

• Summative testing
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USE OF 
ENGLISH

SPEAKINGWRITING READING LISTENING

Collocations
Transformations

Lexical 
Grammar

Marking Criteria
Lexical Density

Content
Layout

Interaction
Lexical Range

Confidence

Task Types
Synonyms

Red Herrings
Referents

Noticing
Reading the 

Question
Red Herrings
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Collocations
Transformatio

ns
Lexical 

Grammar
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started out being

pass over the opportunity to 



The Clues are in the Synonyms and 

Antonyms 

cold

interesting

car

seldom / rarely

recently

remember

depart

buy
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• Explain to students that Venusian has exactly the 
same grammar as English, but different content 
words.

• Give students a couple of sentences in Venusian 
and get them to translate this into 
English.(Remember there is no correct answer 
for this)

• Next give students pairs of sentences and get 
them to translate so they mean the same.

• Get students to check in pairs and then in class.



Speable is spinter than any other 
splurge in her flomble.

• Mary is cleaner than any other person in her family.
• Sally is worse than any other student in her class.
• Tracy is better than any other doctor in her field.
• Linda is faster than any other athlete in her team.

Speable is the spintest splurge in her 
flomble.

Mary is the cleanest person in her family.



Bimble nixed if Doofy could yump
him her toogle for a few simbles

• Nigel asked if Anne could lend him her pencil for a few minutes.

• Nigel asked to borrow Anne’s pencil for a few minutes.

Bimble nixed to rimple Doofy’s
toogle for a few simbles.
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• Choose some transformation exercises.

• Write out a second sheet as a duplicate but this time 
with the transformations in the other sentence.

• Split the class into pairs and get the students to test 
each other.

• Students then exchange papers and repeat with a new 
partner.

• Students then have to complete both transformations 
from prompts.
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There is no one at home now.

There isn’t _____________ at home now.

This is my third visit to the USA this year.

I________________ the USA three times this year

I’m sorry I broke your laptop – I didn’t mean to.

I’m sorry I broke your laptop - _________ an accident

There isn’t anybody at home now.

There is_____________ at home now.

I have been to the USA three times this year

This is ____________ visit to the USA this year.

I’m sorry I broke your laptop – it was an accident.

I’m sorry I broke your laptop – I ___________ to.

There is __________ at home now.

There isn’t _____________ at home now.

This _____________ to the USA this year.

I________________ the USA three times this year

I’m sorry I broke your laptop – I _________to.

I’m sorry I broke your laptop - _________ an accident
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1. ARE NO

2.PEOPLE__________ASSUME

3.THESE __________STEREOTYPES

4.ARE THEY___________DANGEROUS.

5.STEREOTYPES__________INFLUENCE A PERSON’S DECISION

6.IT IS _______UNLIKELY

7.HELP TO ______OUR  CHARACTER

8.IS  ______BASED ON.
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People don’t wash their eyes in lemon juice or pour 
boiling hot tea over themselves, so why are we prepared 
to go through so much pain for the sake of chili?
Chillies are one of the few foods that we simply should 
not enjoy and not just because of the way they taste. 
Not many people like the bitter taste of coffee to begin 
with but soon most of us get used to it. But coffee 
contains caffeine which has some addictive qualities, 
and this explains why it is so popular. Capsaicin the 
ingredient which makes chillies hot, does not seem to 
have any addictive qualities whatsoever, and it also has 
very few health benefits. And yet it has been used in 
cooking in almost every culture for thousands of years.
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People don’t wash their eyes in lemon juice or pour 
boiling hot tea over themselves, so why are we prepared 
to go through so much pain for the sake of chili?
Chillies are one of the few foods that we simply should 
not enjoy and not just because of the way they taste. 
Not many people like the bitter taste of coffee to begin 
with but soon most of us get used to it. But coffee 
contains caffeine which has some addictive qualities, and 
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very few health benefits. And yet it has been used in 
cooking in almost every culture for thousands of years.
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where

marks

fail

take

agree

into

which

take off

leave

will agree

who

for

fees

points

drop

are going to agree

go

in
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Writing

Marking 
Criteria
Lexical 
Density
Content
Layout
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Although                      Actually                          

But                                   A                         The

When                       In                              With                  

So                          If Since                                                                                             

An       At

And                                      Because                                

Might           During                                  With

Fast Writing



Skeleton Text

1)Went

2)Saw

3)Bought

4)Hit

5)Stole

6)Chased after

7)Couldn’t catch

8)Dropped

9)Broke

10)Cried

Creative Teaching
34

SEQUENCERS

BASIC 

ADVERBS
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Cubing

Describe

Request to go

Complain about

Recommend

Invite

Warn

Teachin

g The 

Modern 

Teenage

r



GO

CAN I

THERE

PLEASE

TOMORROW

QUICKLY

AFTER SCHOOL

MUM

FOR A FEW MINUTES



Teacher roles in Writing feedback
1.reader or respondent 

‒E.g – ‘I liked your point about…’,

2.writing teacher or guide

‒E.g. “the paragraph in part one needs 

shortening”, “you may want to think about 

starting with a subject sentence.”

3.Grammarian

‒E.g. “The third conditional, requires the use 

of the past perfect in the conditional clause.”

4.evaluator or judge

‒E.g. – “the effect on the target reader would 

be positive and the reader would be 

informed”
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SPEAKING

Interaction
Lexical 
Range

Confidence
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Part 1 – Discuss the question

Part 2 -Reach a decision



WORD GRAB

Of course Whilst Although So 

Looks as if Seems I’m afraid Actually

Well But what if Something like Don’t you think

Naturally How about It depends on Unfortunately

Because When Perhaps Personally

Could we Let‘s On the other 

hand

Absolutely

I’m not 

convinced

Despite I suppose I can imagine
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Before you can describe 

something, learn how to describe 

nothing.



TALK ABOUT

Living in the city or living in the country.

Winter holidays or Summer holidays.

Teaching kids or teaching adults.

Families.

Health.
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•In a bar
•In a classroom
•In a boxing ring
•In a police station
•In a clothes shop
•Two fishermen
•Grandma to grandson
•Boss to employee

‘WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER ONE?’

Show them it’s useful

43
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Contrived Lists
In which countries would you not drink tap water?

What are the differences between bottled and tap water?

How much would you pay for bottled water if you were really thirsty?

What are the names of some bottled waters? Are they different?

How long does bottled water last?

The government controls what goes in tap water, who controls what 

goes in bottled water?

When would you boil bottled or tap water?

What materials are bottles made from? Are they all safe?

Teachin

g The 

Modern 

Teenage

r
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Reading

Task Types
Synonyms

Red Herrings
Referents
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What came before

It was when she saw him do that to the other girl that she finally 
decided to finish it.

Afterwards they discussed it and he eventually agreed to put it there, 
rather than where he had planned to build it before.

When he came in they got them out and started to correct it with him.

Of course it embarrassed her, the more he kept on talking, the more 
uncomfortable she felt about not remembering it.
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Expand the text

Which she really hates      Because they get a lot of homework 
Which are very comfortable    Which only takes a short time  
Brushes her teeth    Every day Made for her by her mum    
Then sits next to her best friend Min-Seo Who are really nice

56
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Listening

Noticing
Reading the 

Question
Red Herrings
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https://www.kahoot.it/

http://www.visuwords.com/

http://www.vocabsushi.com/

https://www.ankiapp.com/

http://www.english.com/

http://www.voki.com/

https://www.kahoot.it/
http://www.visuwords.com/
http://www.vocabsushi.com/
https://www.ankiapp.com/
http://www.english.com/
http://www.voki.com/
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How can technolgy help me 

with placement?

● Online test

● British / International English

● 35 minutes long

● Delivered through 

MyEnglishLab

● Scores writing, reading, 

grammar, vocabulary

● Beginner to advanced

● Scores available instantly

● Adaptive test

Pearson Placement is an English 

placement test delivering 

instant, accurate English test 

results from beginner to 

advanced.



Placement score

● Placement is scored against Global Scale of English (GSE)

which ranges from 10 to 90 and CEFR (from A1 to C2)

● GSE is a very precise scale which describes the student’s level

13 times more accurately than CEFR



www.english.com/gse



Measure progress with Pearson Progress

Pearson Progress is a fully automated test package 

which measures student progress across all skills during a course. 



Placement – Progress correlation
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How do you report the results?

Option 2



How do you report the results?

Option 2





















Pearson eText – digital coursebooks eText



Pearson eText – digital coursebooks
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